C352

TRAILERWASH AUTOSHINE
Powerful heavy-duty traffic film remover and
degreaser with built in shine additive

TRAILERWASH AUTOSHINE removes the heaviest traffic film, dirt, oils and
insect debris from all vehicle exteriors and dries to an enhanced shine
finish.
Highly concentrated, highly economical in use, with heavy duty cleaning
performance.

ADVANTAGES

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
Cleaning heavily soiled exteriors of tankers, lorries, transport
containers, trailers, buses, vans, fork lifts, cars and taxis.
Particularly effective for cleaning curtain-sided vehicles.
Ideal as a pre-M.O.T. cleaner and chassis cleaner.
Cleaning cranes, diggers, tractors and other plant equipment.
Cleaning workshop floors.

Contains water and dirt repellent shine additive for enhanced
finish.
Concentrated formula offers excellent dilution rates and low cost
in use.
Powerful deep cleaning action is very effective in cleaning
curtain sided vehicles, trucks, forklifts and refuse lorries.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Versatile formula may also be used to clean cars and light
commercial vehicles.

1.

Contains water softeners to remain effective even in very hard
water areas.

2.

Powerful degreasing action makes Trailerwash Autoshine an
exceptional chassis cleaner.

3.
4.

Apply Trailerwash Autoshine via pressure washer or lowpressure sprayer to the side of the vehicle, starting at the base
and working upwards.
Allow a short contact time, but do not allow to dry out on the
surface.
Agitate surfaces with a soft brush where necessary.
Rinse thoroughly with clean water.

Trailerwash Autoshine may be applied with cold water, but
optimum performance is achieved with hot water pressure washers.
Dilution rates will vary, depending upon the degree of soiling,
however for transport applications dilution rates between 1:60 and
1:100 are recommended. For heavy degreasing dilute at 1:10 with
water.
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Setting the Standard in Cleaning & Maintenance

TRAILERWASH AUTOSHINE

Powerful heavy-duty traffic film remover and degreaser
with built in shine additive

TECHNICAL DATA

PRECAUTIONS
Wear suitable protective equipment. Avoid contact with
skin, eyes and clothing.

APPEARANCE

Clear liquid

COLOUR

Colourless/ pale straw

ODOUR

Mild, lemon

STORAGE PRECAUTIONS

SOLUBILITY

Completely soluble in water

pH VALUE (conc. solution)

>13

Store at temperatures between 4-40 °C in tightly closed original
container in a dry and cool place.

PACK SIZES

20 Lt, 210 Lt, 1000 Lt IBC

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Refer to Safety Data Sheet (available on request)

RELATED PRODUCTS

THICKENED OXALWASH
A ready to use thickened version
of Oxalwash to provide increased
contact time on heavy deposits

ECOWASH AUTOSHINE
Daily exterior train wash

UNIVERSAL POWERWASH
A powerful heavy duty alkaline
cleaner and degreaser

TRAILERWASH

Powerful soil remover and degreaser
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Manufactured by: Arrow Solutions, Rawdon Road, Moira, Swadlincote, Derbyshire, DE12 6DA, UK.
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